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into a tract whose name was so forbidding. So far at any
rate Rub* al Khali was the commonest name in men's mouths,
while in the Hasa the more intelligent people understood
quite well the term' Al Rimal' as used by the Badawin roam-
ing the great desert with their cattle. At starting, therefore,
my impression was that the generality of folk in the Hasa
used the terms ' Al Rimal' and ' Rub' al Khali' as synony-
mous, while elsewhere only the latter term was used of the
whole area.
Nevertheless I maintained an open mind on the subject
and was more interested to know how the Badawin them-
selves named the scene of our intended investigations. And
I certainly had a sufficiently representative collection of men
to throw light on the matter—six of the Murra from three
different sections, two men representing different clans of the
Manasir and three men from two different sections of the
'Ajman, to say nothing of Zayid and Ibn Ma'addi, both with
considerable and the former with very considerable experi-
ence of the Great Desert.
So far as possible, and until I had formed a fair idea of
their actual usage of the various terms of desert topography,
I avoided anything in the nature of leading questions and
simply jotted down in my notebook at the time any sentences
in the conversations of my companions that struck me as
interesting on any topic whatsoever. As I used my notebook
incessantly all the time while riding and at our halts they did
not know that I was recording their obiter dicta and were cer-
tainly not concerned to choose their language. The terms
* Al Raml' (the sand),' Al Ramla ' (the sand region), and' Al
Rimal' (the sands) occurred frequently in their conversation
and I could not but notice that people like ' Ali Jahman,
Salim, Salih, and others used these terms as of a familiar
region of which they had no feeling of horror. It was, how-
ever, common knowledge at an early stage of our proceedings
that our programme included a march from Shanna or the
Hadhramaut to Sulaiyil; and the term ' Rub' al Khali' was
at least as frequently on their lips as ' Al Ramla ', which was
certainly more often used than * Al Rimal', either generally
of the whole area of * the sands * as understood by them or

